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actually have to perform the trials and suffer for the errors,
tmt the reasoning being avoids both by finding a suitable
holiday resort in imagination.
"In a school of sixty boys, thirty-two learn neither German
nor Greek. If twenty learn Greek and eighteen learn German,
how many learn both? " The adult quickly replies that there
must be ten who learn both, but as a rule finds it difficult to
explain in words exactly how he reaches his conclusion. But
the teacher in explaining the problem and its solution to his
pupils might proceed as follows: "Suppose that the Greek
class is going on, and the rest of the boys are in the playground;
then there will be forty boys in the playground. Now the
German master wishes to collect his class, so he goes to the
playground and finds only eight, since thirty-two of the forty
are learning neither German nor Greek. His remaining ten
pupils, must be in the Greek class. Thus there are ten who
are learning both Greek and German." Again a solution is
reached by an imaginative experiment. The quicker solution^
of the adult is reached by cutting out the visual imagery and
using the words and figures as tools of thought.
One might multiply such examples, but the student ought
to find it amusing and profitable to work out some for himself
on the lines indicated. Chess and bridge problems involve
imaginary playing of the game; and geometrical proofs
frequently show their practical origin when they are couched
in terms of imaginative doing. Whether or not actual con-
crete imagery is employed, reasoning always involves the find-
ing of relations and correlates that are congruent with reality.
It is said that Kepler, who discovered the laws of planetary
motion, tried many curves before he found that a planet moves
round the sun in an ellipse; in his trials he was clearly seeking
a relation that would bind together the facts of his observation.
Newton, in turn, found in the universal law of gravitation the
relation subsisting among Kepler's three laws, so constructing
a wider schema "that would include them. The whole pro-
gress of science has consisted in the relation of fact to fact, fact
to generalization, and generalization to generalization, and in
the discovery of new facts by means of the principle of corre-

